GO WITH A

MODERN MATT
STEEL FINISH
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GIVE YOUR SHED A PREMIUM FEEL
Give your Fair Dinkum Shed a fresh, modern look with a matt steel finish. Using innovative
matt paint technology, this finish has a softer and more subtle appeal. Available in a range
of popular colours, this option offers a premium alternative that adds texture and style to
your shed in a truly modern fashion.

Go subtle or go striking
COLORBOND® steel Matt is available in a range
of the brand’s most popular colours.
Go simple and sophisticated with with a muted tone,
or go darker and make a dramatic statement!

Monument®

Basalt®

Surfmist®

Genuine quality steel in a matt finish
Matt steel is designed to stand up to the elements. Tested for years in the harshest
Australian environments, this innovative matt paint technology is proven to last.
Offering a quality matt finish, whilst retaining the aesthetic appeal of genuine
COLORBOND® steel.

Finished to perfection
For the ultimate finish, choose roller doors and personal access doors in matt steel.
Then consider a range of other design options such as a monopitch roof and eaves to
complete your truly inspiring shed.

Make the most of matt
Your local Fair Dinkum Sheds distributor is on hand to help get the look you’re after.
With years of shed-building experience, they know what looks great. With the help of
sophisticated design software, they’ll assist you to make the colour and design choices
that’ll deliver a result you will be proud of.

Your local Fair Dinkum Sheds Distributor:
The local distributor is an authorised independent distributor of Fair Dinkum Sheds’ products and enters into agreements with its customers
on its own behalf and not as an agent of Fair Dinkum Sheds.
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® are Trademarks of FBHS (Aust] Pty Limited ABN 83 126 232 504 trading as Fair Dinkum Sheds. ShedSafe® and the ShedSafe® logo
are Trademarks of Australian Steel Institute used with permission. Bluescope and Steel By, Colorbond® and Steel colours are registered
trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited.

“The shed looks
awesome, it
actually looks better
than the house!”
Adam and Kylie, Wendouree Vic

